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Fig 2: LET by 600 MeV protons within the water

slab for aluminum, polyethylene and regolith (30

cm).

Fig 3: LET by 400, 500, 600, 700 and 900 MeV

protons within the water slab for regolith (50

cm).

Method
For that purpose, we employed the

computational program Geant4, a Monte-Carlo

numerical model that simulates particle

propagation. The Martian environment is

represented as a series of absorbing materials,

ranging from the top of its atmosphere up until

its surface, where is habitat is supposed to be

located. A 1-m water slab stand for the body of

an astronaut, and before reaching that, radiation

passes through a layer of protective material.

Astrophysical radiation coming from the Sun and

galactic sources mainly consists of protons. That

is why, we test the behavior of regolith as a

shielding material against protons. We consider

low-energy particles (energies below 1 GeV), at

which radiation-matter interactions are mostly

electromagnetic. In our simulations, we calculate

the energy deposited in the water layer per

depth, a quantity known as Linear Energy

Transfer (LET).

Introduction
Radiation ranks as one of the main issues space

agencies must address when planning and

executing a crewed mission, including the

proposed human missions to Mars. Because of

the many health issues ionizing radiation can

cause (e.g. [1]), it is inevitable to seek for ways

to sufficiently protect astronauts from the

hazardous cosmic rays. One these techniques is

the so-called passive shielding, which takes

advantage of a particle’s energy loss when it

travels through the mass of a shielding material.

In this work, we examine how effective Martian

regolith is against low-energy cosmic radiation.

Regolith has been proposed as a shielding

material on Mars [2], as it can easily be found

there.

Based on their shielding abilities, materials are

characterized by their stopping power −dE/dx,

which is given by the Bethe-Bloch equation [3]:
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where ρ, Z and A are the density, atomic

number and weight of the material, whereas z

and β = υ/c are the projectile’s charge and

normalized velocity.
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Results
Fig. 1: LET by 600 MeV protons within the water

slab for various regolith thicknesses.

We observe that the Bragg peak shifts to

shallower depths when the thickness of regolith

rises. This is expected by eq. (1), since low

atomic number and high-density materials

attenuate radiation more effectively. We

conclude that regolith is not a very effective

material against radiation, considering its

intermediate performance.


